RENTAL POLICY
REQUIREMENTS OF CUSTOMER:
-

Have valid driver’s license

-

Drivers must be 21 years of age or older

-

Provide proof of full coverage comp and collision insurance with a $500k property damage and
uninsured policy. Your insurer must email the certificate of insurance showing your limits to
legal@bossexotics.com or you must be able to show us limits on your insurance app before
picking up the car

-

Responsible for rental citations, tolls, towing & storage during rental period

-

Responsible for all physical and mechanical damages to rental vehicle while in their possession
including 3rd party claims

-

Must abide by all terms and conditions listed on BossExotics.com policy section

-

Must pay a security deposit of $2,000 to be paid by cash, Zelle, PayPal or Bitcoin

-

Agrees to abide by Texas driving laws and not race or speed in vehicle or lose deposit

TERMS OF RENTAL:
-

Renter will receive 80 miles per 24 hours. Miles are prorated for hourly rentals
Excess mileage is charged at $/mile. Mileage begins when the car leaves our facility

-

Car may be monitored using the onboard computer system

-

Only Customer signing below may drive the rental vehicle

-

Car may not be taken outside a radius of 40 miles from our location in downtown Dallas

RETURN OF RENTAL:
-

Must be returned within specific rental period unless extension granted by email

-

Failure to return rental by due date will result in additional charges and possible criminal
charges if an extension is not authorized

-

Return fuel level must be replenished to the same level as time of rental
Or a charge of $5/gallon if fuel is not replenished

-

Should be returned in clean condition

VEHICLE CARE:
-

No pets allowed in vehicle

-

No smoking allowed in vehicle

-

If vehicle is not returned reasonably clean or if you violate the pet policy or smoking policy you
could be charged a minimum $499 for cleaning

Signature: _______________________ Date:______________________

BossExotics.com

2807 Allen St. # 617, Dallas TX 75204

323.283.9507

